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October 27th - 28th, 2022
GI School

The mind, the engine behind one’s self. Thanks to the mind, we are able to observe, comprehend
and participate in our realities--essentially--to be part of everyday life. However, underneath these realities
hides a precious element, something almost imperceptible, that ultimately ends up dictating the persona
and ideas of each artist. Dreams are the only element we possess that allow us to alter reality to our
pleasure. “The world of dreams and imagination is made up of deception and misrepresentation of
reality”. This can portray a partial reality by allowing it to be altered, shifted, rearranged and
deconstructed. It ultimately reflects our aspirations as artists, our passions, our thoughts, and our
interests. Dreams are the most authentic form of expressing the inner self of each artist, and art is the
purest form of expressing these realities.

The VII annual Arts Fest in 2022, Dreams - A closer look into our minds is focused on
highlighting and incentivizing dreams. We invite you to manifest yourselves through artistic expressions
like music, theater, dance, philosophical and literary presentations, visual arts, poetry, and photography,
among others. We believe that we can not put barriers around our thoughts given that each artist’s vision
is in constant development and growth. It is because of this that we want to incentivize artists to find
themselves through art, which is the only tool that allows imagination and dreams to be expressed. Our
mind is our limit, now it is up to you to exploit this potential, or keep dreaming.

Categories:
● Music

○ Instrumental Soloist
○ Vocal Soloist
○ Band
○ Chorus

● Theater
○ Monologue
○ Character Representation
○ Sketch

● Literary and Philosophical
Presentations

● Dance
○ Soloist

○ Group
● Artistic representations

○ Painting
○ Drawing
○ Artistic Makeup
○ Art Marathon

● Photography
● Graphic design

○ Poster
○ Collage

● Poetry and storytelling
○ Poetry
○ Written story

We hope this can be an occasion to enjoy, express, and gather all artistic skills that are hidden within our
youth and to allow the arts to develop. To SIGN UP and for more information visit our website
www.artsfestgi.com, write us an email to: festivaldeartes@gi.edu.co or call the numbers 320 7265832 or
301 4133829.

Awards will be given to the first, second, and third place in each category and certificates of
participation will be given to all participants. The registration deadline is October 7th, 2022 through our
website www.artsfestgi.com, and will have a cost of 110,000 COP per student. This amount should be
sent to the Bancolombia Checking Account 7560910329-3 corresponding to the name FUNDACIÓN
GIMNASIO INGLÉS, NIT 800106488-9. Remember to please send a copy of the consignation to the
email address: festivaldeartes@gi.edu.co.

Warmest regards,

Andrew Roberts Andrés Jaramillo
Rector Arts Society President
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